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What is Shellshock?
Shellshock is a vulnerability, security bug, in Bash.
Bash (Bourne-again shell)
An open-source command interpreter, a program that
allows a user or program to issue commands via a
terminal to the operating system to execute other
programs.
Widely available and the default shell on most Linux
distributions, Mac OSX, even Windows (Cygwin) and
some embedded systems.
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Function Imports
$ function foo { echo “Hello World!"; }
$ export -f foo
$ bash -c 'foo' # Spawn nested shell, call 'foo'
Hello World!
The above code demonstrates a feature that allows Bash programs to export function
definitions from a parent shell to children shells, similarly to exporting normal
environmental variables.
Shellshock is a bug in this feature.
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The Origin
5 August 1989
According to a Bash Changelog.
Accidentally introduced into the development
version of Bash by then-lead developer Brian
Fox, as part of an addition to support function
export and import. (Later released as Bash
1.03)
The “code is very simple, it just replaces the =
with a space in the environment entry and
interprets it”.

In a post on 2 September 1989, Brian Fox
notes that Bash 1.03 can export functions, and
explains how:
“Upon reading in the environment, if a
string of the form “name=() {“ is found, then
that is a function definition.”

This is the mechanism that turns out to be
vulnerable.
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Its Discovery
12 September 2014
Stéphane Chazelas reports the
vulnerability in Bash to Chet Ramey
(lead developer) and security contacts
of major Linux vendors.
This included “details of the bug and the
SSH and HTTP (Apache header) vectors
and mitigation and a bit fat warning
that it was very serious and not to be
disclosed”.
CVE-2014-6271

$ env x='() { :;}; echo
vulnerable' bash -c "echo this is
a test”
vulnerable
this is a test
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Attack Vectors

Timeline

TIMELINE

Public Disclosure
24 September 2014

24 September 2014

Vulnerability announcement released to
the public, as planned, as CVE-20146271

Security researchers begin analyzing
the bug and its patch, and show
concern that patched Bash instances
may still “exposes the bash parser and
function definition printer to attacks
from the network.”

Chet Ramey releases official patch 25
for bash 4.3, that is intended to fix the
vulnerability.
Distributions who had participated in
the coordinated disclosure released
their patches as well.

TIMELINE

More Bugs
24 September 2014

$ bash -c 'true <<EOF <<EOF <<EOF <<EOF <<EOF <<EOF
<<EOF <<EOF <<EOF <<EOF <<EOF <<EOF <<EOF <<EOF' ||
echo "CVE-2014-7186 vulnerable“
CVE-2014-7186 vulnerable
-- October 1, 2014
$ (for x in {1..200} ; do echo "for x$x in ; do :";
done; for x in {1..200} ; do echo done ; done) |
bash || echo "CVE-2014-7187 vulnerable“
CVE-2014-7187 vulnerable
-- October 1, 2014
$ HTTP_COOKIE="() { x() { _; }; x() { _; } <<`echo
“CVE-2014-6277 vulnerable”`; }" bash -c :
CVE-2014-6277 vulnerable
-- October 2, 2014

CVE-2014-7169

$ HTTP_COOKIE='() { _; } >_[$($())] { echo “CVE2014-6278 vulnerable”; }' bash -c :
CVE-2014-6278 vulnerable
-- October 5, 2014

TIMELINE

Attacks In-the-Wild
Attackers exploited Shellshock within hours of the initial disclosure by creating
botnets of compromised computers to perform distributed denial-of-service attacks
and vulnerability scanning. For example: DDOS against Pastebin and Akamai
Security companies recorded millions of attacks and probes related to the bug in the
days following the disclosure.

On September 26:
“researchers at Incapsula, the security firm, said that just in the previous 24-hour period,
they had witnessed 17,400 attacks, at an average rate of 725 attacks per hour. […] more
than 1,800 web domains had been attacked and that the attacks originated from 400
unique I.P. addresses– more than 55 percent of those in China and the United States.”
“CloudFlare Inc. said it’s tracked about 1.5 million attempts and test probes each day.”
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Attacks In-the-Wild
25 September 2014

TIMELINE

Fixing It
2014-09-25: Florian Weimer posts a patch, fixing the bug in a more general way.
Requires variable names to begin with prefix “BASH_FUNC_” and suffix “()”.
2014-09-26: Red Hat, CentOS, Fedora, Debian, and Ubuntu adopt Florian Weimer’s
prefix/suffix approach.
2014-09-26: Christos Zoulas posts a more conservative patch for the bug, disabling
bash function imports. This approach is adopted by NetBSD and FreeBSD.
2014-09-27: Chet Ramey releases official patch 27 for Bash 4.3 that fixes upstream
code, using Florian Weimer’s prefix/suffix approach

2014-10-05: Chet Ramey releases official patch 30 for Bash 4.3 that fully fixes the
other outstanding related vulnerabilities reported.

Aftermath
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Severity
CVSS scoring system gives it a 10/10
Low access complexity
Trivial to use this exploit
No hacking, nothing fancy

No authentication required
Complete control of vulnerable system
Large number of vulnerable systems; >= 500 million devices
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Affected Systems

Desktop computers, servers, some routers, webcams, and variety of embedded systems

Linux has made its way into lots of technology we use today; webcams, etc. The Bash shell
tends to follow Linux, so Bash might be present in many devices we use everyday.
"The vulnerable Bash instances that we won’t find vastly outnumber those we will, and our future is
going to be dominated by leftovers from an endless parade of hair-on-fire bugs that we eventually learn
to live with when the next one comes along and steals our attention.”
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Lasting Effects
Since the bug is over 20 years old, many older devices and systems will be vulnerable
“many devices containing Bash are not field upgradeable, either for cost reasons or
because their makers died out. Even among devices that are still upgradeable, most
are silent, unknown trolls in dark closets with no monitoring or auditing or
management at all.”

While the bug will be fixed for many computers, many other systems that are old,
outdated, no longer maintained, forgotten, or even lack an update process will never
be patched and will remain vulnerable.
It is estimated that for every modern computing device that we can patch, there are
10 other computing devices that will not be updated ever and will remain active for
decades.

Questions
1. What is the Shellshock bug and how long has it existed?
Shellshock is a vulnerability, security bug, in Bash.
25 years, since 1989.

2. What four things make the Shellshock bug a 10/10 in severity?
Low access complexity, no authentication required, complete control of vulnerable system, and
large number of vulnerable systems.

3. What are the conditions necessary for an attack using Shellshock to occur?
Third-party service program that: supports remote access, remote access can call Bash, remote
access data can be modified, and remote access data can be executed by Bash.
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